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Abstract. Facade labeling, namely semantically segmenting the facade
images, requires exploiting the facade regularity. To model the regularity, this paper proposes a novel matrix multiplication based formulation.
In the model, the regularity is described as generalized translation symmetry (GTS) which enables varying distances between the repeated elements. Moreover, an explicit and intuitive formulation via matrix multiplication is also derived for the GTS. That is, the symmetry is interpreted
as the product of a repetitive pattern and two block matrices. These two
block matrices respectively represent the vertical and horizontal repetitions. Based on the formulation, facade labeling is reformulated into
factorizing the facade to calculate the block matrices. An alternating optimization algorithm is thus developed to solve the matrix factorization
problem, where dynamic programming is used to optimize the block matrices. Extensive experiments demonstrate the ﬁdelity of our model and
the eﬃciency of the algorithm.
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1

Introduction

Recently, facade labeling has received increasing attention [1,2]. The goal of this
task is to assign semantic labels to diﬀerent facade regions in an architecturally
meaningful way. The signiﬁcance of facade labeling owns both theoretical and
practical aspects. Theoretically, facade labeling plays an important role in realistic building reconstruction [3,4], facade image editing [5] and urban scene
understanding [6]. In practice, commercial applications such as Google maps
need automatic methods to label large urban image data sets.
The main challenges of facade labeling come from the following three aspects:
1) appearance variations across the repetitive elements, 2) external occlusions
and changing illuminations and 3) signiﬁcant discrepancy among buildings of
diﬀerent architectural styles. To cope with these diﬃculties, many work utilize
the regularity of building facades. According to the approach exploiting the
regularity, these work can be divided into three categories.
The ﬁrst category exploits the facade regularity by weak architectural principles regularization [1] or domain knowledge learning [2]. These elegant methods
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can produce accurate results. However, abundant labeled facade images of the
same architectural style are required to train the learning model. Hence, these
methods cannot be applied in the situations where no other images are available.
The second category views the facade regularity as translation symmetry.
Translation symmetry detection constructed lattices via maximizing repetition
quality [7], or computing similarity map [8], or generating translation map [9].
If the repetition layouts are not periodic, however, these methods will produce
several dissociated lattices. Moreover, none of these methods propose an explicit
model for the repetitions. Recently, J. Liu et al. proposed an elegant method
which formulates facades via Kronecker Product [10]. Yet, this approach intrinsically makes periodic assumption and thus cannot tackle aperiodic cases.
The third category utilizes shape grammars to interpret the facade regularity.
Teboul et al. [11,12] formulated facade parsing as ﬁnding the correct parameters of a pre-deﬁned shape grammar. A style-speciﬁc grammar strongly restricts
the parameter space, but it cannot be applied to facades of other architectural
styles. To remedy this drawback, Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm was utilized
to parse the facade [13]. Irregular lattices were generated for acceleration. However, the computational complexity is still very high.
Rank-one approximation (ROA) [14,15] belongs to the third category and is
closely related to our approach. Its core idea is to parse binary split grammar via
the rank-one matrices. Yet, the rank-one model does not constrain the matrix
size and thus cannot faithfully describe the repetition property.
The motivation of our work is to propose an explicit model for the facade repetitions. Diﬀerent from traditional translation symmetry, generalized translation
symmetry (GTS) is introduced to enable aperiodic repetition layouts. Further,
GTS is modeled in terms of matrix multiplication. That is, GTS is produced by
multiplying a repeated element by two block matrices which respectively interpret the vertical and horizontal repetitions. As a result, facade labeling turns
into decomposing GTS to compute the block matrices. To this end, an alternating optimization algorithm is ﬁnally developed, where the block matrices are
computed via dynamic programming (DP).
Our method is distinguished by the following contributions:
1. We propose a novel matrix multiplication based model for the facade regularity. The model compactly and intuitively describes the repetition property
via block matrices. On this basis, a matrix factorization problem can be
leveraged to facade labeling.
2. A fast algorithm based on DP is developed to solve the matrix factorization
problem. Theoretical analysis indicates that the complexity is linear w.r.t.
the image height and width. The algorithm takes less than 1 second for
images with the size below 500 × 500.

2

Matrix Multiplication Based Formulation

This section presents our matrix multiplication based formulation for facade labeling. First, the method generating an initial label is stated. Then, the facade
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Fig. 1. A sketch for the explicit formulation of the facade label L. L can be formulated
as the product of multiplying a repetitive sub-label R by two block matrices P and Q. P
and Q are composed of alternating zero matrices and identity matrices. Speciﬁcally, for
Q (P ), the identity matrices are located at the same columns (rows) of the repetitions.

regularity is modeled as the product of a repetitive pattern and two block matrices. Finally, we propose a matrix factorization problem which decomposes the
initial label to recover the facade label.
2.1

Initial Classification Method

The initial label, denoted as Y , is computed via interactive method. The background is manually deﬁned with several strokes, while the foreground is labeled
with a bounding box. Drawing a bounding box not only needs a little user efforts, but also deﬁnes the size of the repeated element. With the labeled pixels,
the RGB color distribution is then approximated via Gaussian Mixture Models
(GMMs). Each GMM, one for the foreground and one for the background, is set
as a full-covariance Gaussian mixture with K components (K = 3 experimentally). Finally, each pixel is labeled as foreground or background via maximum
likelihood classiﬁcation. However, the initial label is not accurate. Hence, the
facade regularity should be fused to extract the underlying facade label.
2.2

Matrix Multiplication Based Formulation

For a rectiﬁed facade image, the repetitions are usually along vertical and horizontal directions. Yet, the distances between the repetitive patterns may vary.
To handle these variations, GTS is therefore introduced. For conciseness, we discuss the single symmetry case, i.e., viewing one kind of repetitions as foreground
and other facade parts as background.
In terms of matrix, the label L ∈ Rh×w of a GTS can be formulated via
multiplications of block matrices, which consist of identity matrices (IMs) as
their elemental blocks, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Hence, it follows:
L = P · R · Q,

(1)

where R ∈ Rm×n denotes the label of a repetitive pattern, P and Q express the
vertical and horizontal symmetry respectively.
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To ensure the repetition property, P and Q must consist of a series of IMs. Let
J = {1, 2, . . . , w} and Q·j be the j-th column of Q (j ∈ J ). Denote e0 ∈ Rn as
the zero vector, and ei ∈ Rn as the i-th column of IM. Formally, the structured
constraints for Q ∈ Rn×w can be formulated as:
1. ∀j ∈ J ,

Q·j ∈ {e0 , e1 , . . . , en };

2. ∀j ∈ J , i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n − 1}, if Q·j = ei , then Q·(j+1) = ei+1 ;
3. ∀j ∈ J , i ∈ {0, n}, if Q·j = ei , then Q·(j+1) ∈ {e0 , e1 }.

(2)

These constraints ensures that IM is the elemental block of Q. It should be
mentioned that the structured constraints for P are similar to that for Q.
2.3

Matrix Factorization Problem

Based on the above discussions, we assume that the error of the initial label is
sparse and propose this matrix factorization problem to reconstruct L:
min Y − P · R · Q0 ,
P,Q

(3)

s.t. P and Q satisﬁes the structured constraints (2).
In this work, the repeated element is assumed to be rectangle and thus R is an
all-ones matrix. The problem (3) decomposes the initial label Y into the labeled
R and the block matrices P and Q. P and Q optimally extract the repetitions
from a corrupted version of the facade label.

3

Dynamic Programming Based Algorithm

In general, it needs expensive computation to optimize over P and Q simultaneously. We thus adopt a common strategy optimizing them alternately, i.e.,
minimizing w.r.t. P and Q one at a time:
Q(k+1) = arg min Y − P (k) · R · Q0 ,

(4)

P (k+1) = arg min Y − P · R · Q(k+1) 0 .

(5)

Q
P

For conciseness, the constraints (2) for Q and P are omitted in the sub-problems.
Note that since Q and P have similar structures, the algorithm for Q can be
directly applied to optimize P T . Hence, we focus on the sub-problem (4).
Q can be optimized via DP due to its special structure. The main idea of DP is
to decompose the original problem into a series of interrelated sub-problems and
then recursively solve the sub-problems. Optimizing Q can be viewed as placing
a left-to-right sequence of vectors ei , and placing each vector is “conditionally
independent” of the others given the last placed vector. Assuming Q·(t−1) = eSt
(1 ≤ t ≤ w, 0 ≤ St ≤ n), the sub-problem, denoted as P(St ), ﬁnds the optimal
placement for Q·t . If St ∈ {1, . . . , n − 1}, Q·t must be eSt +1 according to the
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constraint (2). We therefore deﬁne the feasible placement Ut as St + 1. If St ∈
{0, n}, Ut can be 0 or 1. After ﬁlling Q·t , a new sub-problem which is related to
P(St ) optimizes Q·(t+1) . We deﬁne St+1 = Ut and denote the new sub-problem
as P(St+1 ). Given St , the optimal solution of Q·t can be found via enumeration.
Let Dt (St ) be the feasible placement set. The enumeration is formulated as:
Vt (St ) =

min

Ut ∈Dt (St )

{Ct (St , Ut ) + Vt+1 (St+1 )},

(6)

where Ct (St , Ut ) is the cost of ﬁlling Q·t , Vt (St ) and Vt+1 (St+1 ) denote the optimal cost of the sub-problem P(St ) and P(St+1 ), respectively. This enumerative
process is recursively implemented, started from t = w and ﬁnished when t = 1.
Once this process stops, the optimal Q will be reconstructed via back-tracking.
There are totally w columns in the recursive process. The complexity for
each column is O(n · h), since each column has O(n) enumerations and each
enumeration is over O(1) terms with each requiring O(h) additions. The overall
complexity optimizing Q is therefore O(w · n · h). The complexity is further
decreased to O(w · n) with pre-computing Ct (St , Ut ) for all possible (t, St , Ut ).
Q (P ) is initialized by putting an IM at the labeled columns (rows) and leaving
other parts as zero matrices. For each step optimizing Q or P , DP ﬁnds the global
minima. Hence, the energy will monotonously decrease in each iteration. Thus,
the alternately iterative algorithm is guaranteed to converge to a local minima of
the problem (3). Denoting J as the iterative steps, the total complexity solving
the problem (3) is O(J ·(w ·n+ h·m)). In our experiments, the algorithm rapidly
converges with two or three iterations for all testing images.

4

Experimental Results

A series of experiments were conducted to demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our
method. Our method is ﬁrst tested on challenging images. Then our approach
is compared with GraPes1 [12], template matching (TM) and ROA [14]. Let
TP, FN and FP denote the true positives, false negatives and false positives,
respectively. The results are measured via F-score, which is deﬁned as:
F =

2 · TP
.
2 · TP + FN + FP

(7)

Our approach is run on challenging testing images and representative results
are displayed. As shown in Fig. 2, our method robustly detect the repetitions
despite the occlusions or varying illumination or appearance variations.
We ﬁrst compare our method with GraPes, which implements shape grammar
parsing via reinforcement learning [12]. On 3 images from Ecole Centrale Paris
Facades Database2 , both GraPes and our method are ran 10 times with the
same user interactions. As shown in Fig. 3, our results achieve higher F-score.
1
2

http://vision.mas.ecp.fr/Personnel/teboul/grapes.php
http://vision.mas.ecp.fr/Personnel/teboul/data.php
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Fig. 2. In each image, the blue rectangle and the red strokes are user-speciﬁed, and
respectively deﬁne the foreground and background. The green bounding boxes show
our detection result. Top left is a failure case of the approach in [8].
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Fig. 3. The comparative results with GraPes

Moreover, our labeling results in 10 trials are all the same. In contrast, the results
of GraPes are diﬀerent from each other. In addition, our method is much faster
than GraPes (see Table 1).
Our method is then compared with TM and ROA. ROA extracts a rank-one
matrix from a given initial label. The code of ROA is downloaded from the
homepage of the author3 and is ran with default parameters. 40 testing images
3

http://www.cse.ust.hk/~ harryyang/papers/rank_one.zip
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are selected from the Facade database4 and are manually labeled with ground
truths. For each image, the background is pre-deﬁned by user and each repetitive
pattern is automatically labeled in turn. TM uses the labeled repeated element
as template and is conducted in the RGB color space with normalized crosscorrelation measure. After initial classiﬁcation, both ROA and our method are
4

http://www.kevinkaixu.net/k/projects/symbr.html
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run. The F-score for the image is the average of these trials. Fig. 4 illustrates the
comparison and shows our method achieves higher F-score than TM and ROA.
Some representative results are also presented. As shown in Fig. 5, TM misses
many repetitions. Moreover, our method robustly produces satisfactory results
despite the poor initial classiﬁcation while ROA splits the repetitive structures.
We implemented our method with MATLAB and ran it on quad-core 2.83GHz
CPU and 8GB RAM. Table 1 lists the running time in the comparative experments. As shown in Table 1, the speed of our method is competitive with TM
and outperforms GraPes and ROA.
Table 1. The running time comparisons (seconds)
Image
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.
Fig.

5

3(1)
3(2)
3(3)
5(1)
5(2)
5(3)

Image Size

GraPes

TM ROA

848 × 903 about 21.0
483 × 601 about 11.3
604 × 533 about 9.5
290 × 250
0.197 1.347
412 × 283
0.334 2.200
403 × 296
0.367 2.341

Our Initial Our Matrix
Classification Factorization
1.166
0.408
0.446
0.089
0.148
0.148

1.327
1.147
1.155
0.218
0.410
0.669

Conclusion

This paper presents a novel matrix multiplication based model to facade labeling. The facade label is viewed as the product of a repeated pattern and two
block matrices. These two block matrices respectively encode the vertical and
horizontal repetitions. On this basis, facade labeling is formulated as a matrix
factorization problem. Given an initial label, the block matrices are rapidly extracted via a DP based alternating optimization algorithm. Experimental results
demonstrate the ﬁdelity of our model and the eﬃciency of our algorithm.
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